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 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an automatic speech recognition system, and more particularly to an improved speech recognition apparatus and method for converting the speech input into a predetermined format. 2. Description of the Prior Art A speech recognition system is widely used in a variety of fields such as an automatic answering device, an automatic mail
transmission system, a business transaction system and an electronic data processing system. However, a conventional speech recognition system usually requires a voice activated function to execute the operation of the system. A speech recognition system comprises a speech recognition circuit for converting the speech of a person into an electrical signal and a signal processor for analyzing the

electrical signal thus converted into an operation command. The conventional speech recognition system performs a speech recognition by converting the electrical signal inputted from a microphone into a digital signal and then analyzing the digital signal. However, the conventional speech recognition system still has many problems in analyzing the electrical signal inputted from the microphone since
the electrical signal is generally not in a continuous pattern due to noise, multiplex, etc.Sailor Boy Sailor Boy is the second studio album released by Johnny "Sage" Wadsworth, an American country music artist. The album was released in 1994 via Curb Records. The album produced three singles in "She Got Me," "Bump the Clock" and "She's The Love of My Life". Critical reception Kip Kirby of

Country Standard Time gave the album a grade of C, saying that "If there's a sub-category of freshman albums, Sailor Boy is one of them. As a class, I've never found them interesting, let alone any good. They're like a high school valedictorian who gets to go into politics: everyone expects him or her to go into politics, even though there's little evidence that they will be able to do the job successfully.
There's no doubt Wadsworth is a good singer, but I can't say the same for his songs." Track listing "She Got Me" (Tom Shapiro, Lari White) – 2:23 "Little Girl" (Pat Bunch) – 3:36 "Bump the Clock" (Mike Reid, Thom McHugh) – 2:30 "I'm the One" (Alanna Nash) – 3:01 "A Whatcha Think?" (Mike Reid, Thom McHugh) – 3:04 "She's the Love of My Life" (H 82157476af
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